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The New Bridge and Tunnel Crowd
By HOLLAND COTTER MARCH 13, 2005

THIS is a killer weekend for new art in New York City. Three contemporary fairs --
the Armory Show, Scope New York and the DiVa Digital and Video Art Fair -- are in
town for a few cash-crazed days. A show of sculptures called Art Rock is parked in
Rockefeller Plaza. And "Greater New York 2005," a survey of some 150 young artists
living in and around the city, opens at P.S. 1 in Long Island City on Sunday.

The debut version of the P.S. 1 show in 2000 wasn't great exactly, but it felt hot-
off-the-burner in a way that Whitney Biennials usually don't. It was a hit, and many
of the artists -- average age 32 -- were signed by Chelsea galleries.

In the intervening years, as the number of galleries in that neighborhood has
grown exponentially, so has the diaspora of its artists, pushed by rising rents farther
and farther outside Manhattan. Less than a third of the people featured in "Greater
New York 2005" live there. And the rest don't just live in Williamsburg. They're in
Red Hook, or the Gowanus area, or New Jersey, or Westchester.

What do you find there? Below is a tour of five of the many communities that
have formed throughout and beyond the city, from the formerly burned-out factories
of the South Bronx to a historic working-class town north on the Hudson. Some are
defined by a museum or a gallery; others revolve around an apartment building or
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even a single loft. But all of them are examples of the new ways that art is being
made in New York today.

South Bronx

To many people in the 1970's, art from the South Bronx primarily meant graffiti,
America's one great urban art form. But to many more, graffiti was a great urban
scourge, and the South Bronx, ruined by political greed and poverty, seemed as far
from a creative incubator as the subway could take you.

That started to change in the early 1980's, as a group of mostly white Manhattan
artists found cheap studios in the neighborhood. They weren't doing graffiti as such,
but much of their art was based on its aesthetic and on street culture in general. In a
local gallery called Fashion Moda, black, Latino and white artists mingled, as they
did at the nonprofit Longwood Arts Project, run by the Bronx Council on the Arts,
under its director Bill Aguado, who had been a community activist in the 196o's.

When the East Village happened in the early 1980's, many white artists left the
Bronx for Manhattan. Fashion Moda closed, but the Longwood Arts Project hung on.
Three years ago, it moved to the gallery at Hostos Community College. And with an
extremely smart curator, Edwin Ramoran, formerly of the Bronx Museum of the
Arts, it came back to life, though in a very different environment.

Around the time that Longwood relocated, a fresh batch of artists were moving
into nearby Mott Haven and Port Morris, South Bronx areas made up of factories,
warehouses and housing projects. A year ago, a couple of artists, Melissa Calderón
and Barry Kostrinsky, opened a gallery called Haven, which rotates shows weekly to
give the spotlight to as many people as possible.

The pool of talent in the neighborhood is nothing if not eclectic. It includes the
sculptor Tim Blum, whose cast metal figures and faux-scientific contraptions are
based on Duchampian puns, and Mitsu Hadeishi, a young filmmaker and
philosopher who studied physics and dance at Harvard and uses his loft for
screenings. Several painters -- Valerie Atkisson, Beth Brideau, Aristides Logothetis
and Edwin González -- live nearby. They are all immigrants to the area, but Wanda



Raimundi-Ortiz is Bronx-born. She makes her Puerto Rican heritage a subject of her
performance-based work.

No one in this group, including Ms. Raimundi-Ortiz, could be described as a
South Bronx artist (not in the way their predecessors were 25 years ago), and all
have exhibited in Manhattan or Brooklyn. Ms. Raimundi-Ortiz recently had a solo
exhibition at Longwood, but the current group show there, "Props for a Romantic
Comedy," organized by Herb Tam and up through Wednesday, pulls in artists from
all over the map, as will the one that follows, produced by Dean Daderko, one of the
city's most presciently peripatetic independent curators.

Longwood Art Gallery, Hostos Community College, 450 Grand Concourse at
149th Street, Bronx; (718)518-6728.South Bronx

Long Island City

Maybe because Queens has no cultural center -- or rather because it has several,
but spread miles apart -- it has become the home of many of those self-created
communities known as artists' collectives. One, Flux Factory, occupies a floor in a
converted factory in Long Island City, an environment that feels a little like a cross
between a youth hostel and a space station.

The 15 resident members have their own rooms, but all amenities -- bathrooms,
a kitchen, a library, a computer lab, a dining room and a large exhibition space -- are
shared. So are expenses. With its nonprofit status, the collective's members survive
primarily on grants, on proceeds from their art and on a talent for frugality that they
regard as an art in itself.

Much of their work is conceptual and performance based, as was the case in a
three-month residency they did a few years ago at the Queens Museum of Art.
Wearing bright orange coveralls, they clocked in every morning and more or less
made up their work as they went. They began with an empty gallery and continually
modified the space with gridlike screens and temporary barriers while doing their
own projects: making collages, tabulating statistics, building contraptions. The result
was a single installation, an accumulation of accumulations, a combination of
theater, child's play and ritual, a Rube Goldbergian version of everyday life.



This May they will present "Novel: A Living Installation Flux Factory," in which
three novelists -- Laurie Stone, Ranbir Sidhu and Grant Baille -- will live on-site,
dining together, giving weekly public readings and trying to complete their novels by
June 4. The point? To present the act of writing as both the private activity and
audience-conscious public performance that it is. To suggest that art is always an
activity as much as a product, and that any activity can be art. And to remind us that
all of art's sacred-cow concepts -- creativity, inspiration, solitary genius -- are fit
subjects for laboratory testing.

Free Style Arts, near P.S. 1, is an altogether looser affair. Its three core members
-- John Cloud Kaiser, Aaron Redlin and Gregory C. Vande Hey, all in their 20's --
specialize in happening-style interactive events, sometimes in museums, often in the
streets. The collective called Buzzer Thirty in Astoria -- founded by Rob Maitra, a
novelist, and James Conlon, who works at Columbia University's School of
Architecture -- invites artists and writers to organize exhibitions, readings and
workshops in a smallish room they lease in a former parachute factory. The structure
feels casual, do-it-yourself, but the gallery and workshops are attracting serious
talent and attention.

So is the Visible Collective, which includes more than a dozen participants
directed by the artist Naeem Mohaiemen, and is devoted to the long-term project of
documenting the harassment and imprisonment of Muslim men in the United States
since 9/11. All the information gathered is incorporated into an evolving multimedia
gallery installation called "Disappeared in America," which is on view in the
exhibition "Fatal Love: South Asian American Art Now" at the Queens Museum. Flux
Factory, 3838 43rd Street, Long Island City, Queens; (718)707-3362.

FreeStyle Arts, 46-23 Crane Street, Studio 309, Long Island City, Queens;
(718)784-0263.

Buzzer Thirty, Room 306, 38-01 23rd Avenue, Astoria, Queens; (646)523-8582.

Visible Collective, www.disappearedinamerica.org.

Red Hook



An alternative art community doesn't stay alternative forever. When Florence
Neal moved to the Red Hook section of Brooklyn in 1987, she and her then-husband
were the only artists they knew of in a neighborhood miles from a subway. At the
time, it was still possible to buy a fixer-upper from the city and, for a song, they
purchased a badly deteriorated but salvageable 1877 building, a former haberdashery
and residence that still carried the name of its original owners, the Kentler family, on
the corner.

Kentler International Drawing Space, the storefront gallery Ms. Neal opened in
1990, has been in operation ever since. (Another gallery, Diesel, recently arrived.) A
printmaker and sculptor, she lives and works with her present husband, a composer,
and rents a spare apartment to other artists. The current tenant is Mark Shunney, a
young sculptor who commutes to a studio in the South Bronx.

Kentler gets relatively little foot traffic but has done ambitious, offbeat things.
Last year it presented a concert and symposium in memory of the electronic
composer and graphic artist Herbert Brün (1918-2000), an event that would have
done a university proud. It exhibits artists who came to the neighborhood early --
notably Dragan Ilic, who showed in the East Village in the 1980's but seldom has
since -- and also a Red Hook native, the painter Sonny Balzano, who with his wife,
Tone Johansen, also an artist, runs a local bar. He was there when Ms. Neal first
arrived and made her feel welcome, as he still does visitors to the bar, Sunny's.

After years of being unnoticed, not to say disdained, the neighborhood has
changed in little and big ways. Joining well-reviewed restaurants, a blond-wood
bakery-cafe recently opened next to Kentler in what was once an evangelical church.
Derelict buildings on the Red Hook waterfront are scheduled to be replaced by an
Ikea and a Fairway, which will draw traffic from more affluent parts of the city.

So goes a classic New York real estate story: artists move into a low-income
neighborhood to live, coincidentally lending it a little cachet by their presence.
Developers cash in, bringing in the kind of young professionals with twins in pricey
perambulators so present on the streets of Williamsburg and Dumbo on weekends.
The next chapter starts when the working-class residents are forced out, followed by
the artists.



Kentler International Drawing Space, 353 Van Brunt Street, Red Hook,
Brooklyn; (718)875-2098.

Diesel, 242 Van Brunt Street, Red Hook, Brooklyn; (718)222-9187.

Jersey City

Sometimes a single building is a self-sufficient community, as was the case until
two weeks ago in Jersey City. Many of the city's artists -- nearly 100 of them -- lived
and worked in an old factory at 111 First Street, in a downtown area rapidly filling up
with residential high-rises and commercial annexes to Wall Street across the
Hudson. The building was recently sold, and the tenants were evicted as of March 1,
into a city considerably more expensive than it was a few year ago.

Although some of them have moved away, a fair number have found new
quarters in a city with many attractions for artists, including proximity to Manhattan
and an excellent progressive art museum. For nearly a century the Jersey City
Museum was on the top floor of the main public library. Now it has a building of its
own with handsome galleries, a lecture hall and a savvy curator, Rocío Aranda-
Alvarado.

Her current group show, "The Superfly Effect," mixes well-known figures like
Mariko Mori and Luís Gispert with a bunch of young artists, some local, to link up
black street culture of the 1970's with new art today. It may sound like a stretch, but
it works. The results would easily pass muster in Mahattan.

So would a photomural by Shandor Hassan in another part of the museum.
Titled "Manhattan Project," it includes dozens of pictures of a blasted Jersey City
and implies through its title -- a reference to the atom bomb -- that the much bigger
city across the river, now planting outposts in Jersey City's downtown, continues to
be responsible for its distress. Mr. Hassan is one the artists evicted from 111 First
Street.

Ms. Aranda-Alvarado, who lives in Upper Manhattan, keeps close tabs on Jersey
City's few galleries. One, the Monkey Gallery, is on the second floor of a downtown
bar. It's run by an on-the-ball young painter, John Jodzio, who shows work by



colleagues from Brooklyn, Manhattan and elsewhere, and schedules nights for
screening new video.

Most interesting, though, is 58 Gallery, which was opened by two artists, Mario
Monroy and Orlando Reyes, in 2003 in a predominantly Latino neighborhood. The
gallery, which has established close ties to the community, maintains an open-door
workshop atmosphere; people come and go, have meetings, and fix meals in the
kitchen, while Mr. Monroy and Mr. Reyes prepare highly detailed, total-environment
shows. The results bring art, music, theater and politics together with a fiestalike
atmosphere seldom encountered in Manhattan.

Jersey City Museum, 350 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J.; (201)413-0303.

Monkey Gallery, 97 Greene Street, Jersey City, N.J.; (201)435-5756.

58 Gallery, 58 Cole Street, Jersey City, N.J.; (917)349-4235.

Peekskill, N.Y.

Finally, for some artists, "alternative community" means an alternative to urban
life and a relocation to greater New York's outer limits. Peekskill, in Westchester,
about an hour from midtown Manhattan by Metro North, fits the bill. An old,
working-class Hudson River town, it has an interracial history and a large African-
American and Latino population. After local industries failed in the 1960's, the
downtown emptied out; drugs moved in; middle-class whites left.

In the 1990's, the town passed an ordinance stipulating that second-floor space
in commercial buildings would be made available, cheap, to artists, and many moved
in -- some local, some New York City transplants, including a former Balanchine set
designer-turned-painter (Alain Vaes); a virtuoso printmaker and art historian (Carol
Wax); and a sculptor whose work brings Herman Melville together with Hildegard of
Bingen, and Emily Dickinson with Marcel Duchamp (Carla Rae Johnson). Last
summer, the collectors Marc and Livia Straus opened the Hudson Valley Center for
Contemporary Art in Peekskill, which mixed works they owned with loans in a large
thematic show.



Eventually, maybe, the glamour of nearby DiaBeacon will filter downstream to
Peekskill, or the glamour of Manhattan will filter up. But for a day-tripper from the
city, the present pace is slow, which seems to be what many artists here, a fair
number of them at midcareer, are after. One, Lori Nozick (who just finished a
sculptural commission for P.S. 58 on Staten Island, executed by Peekskill-area
craftsmen and women), has even found an alternative to the Peekskill alternative.

She lives several miles out of town at Mohegan Colony, a community of cottages
built mostly in the 1920's by New York City political radicals -- anarchists,
communists, socialists -- as a summer camp. Cottages were custom-made; Ms.
Nozick's was built a sculptor and a musician and has windows high and low. Even on
warm summer nights far away from Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens,
the conversation must have been lively, the creative thinking intense. For New
Yorkers, artists or not, no matter where they are, anything less is just not an option.

Hudson Valley Center for Contemporary Art, 1701 Main Street, Peekskill, N.Y.;
(914)788-7166.
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